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Belding Elementary Trusts
Tripp Lite’s Charging
Carts to Protect
Essential Technology
This is an extremely well-made cart,
and the slots for technology and
cord management are just right for
iPads and Chromebooks.
Heather Yutzy
Principal, Belding Elementary School
Chicago, IL

Customer
Belding Elementary School serves 600 students enrolled in preschool through eighth

The Tripp Lite Charging

grade on Chicago’s northwest side. Belding serves as a model of the vibrant neighborhood
school, preparing a diverse student body that speaks more than 25 languages for a path
toward college and careers. The school’s vision for its young scholars is to develop “joyful,

Cart is a fantastic
resource for our school!
Heather Yutzy

inquisitive learners who care for and contribute to our community and world.”

Challenge
The school’s goals include providing an environment for a superior and well-rounded education. Test scores at Belding are among
the highest in Chicago and continue to improve each year, thanks to a curriculum that emphasizes Common Core standards,
including extensive experience using technology and online resources. The school deploys iPads and Chromebooks to help
students hone their digital skills. Because of the school’s large student body, the devices must be moved between classrooms, be
charged efficiently for the next school day’s lessons and be kept organized and secure when not in use.

The Tripp Lite Solution
CSC36AC 36-Device AC Charging Station Cart
This award-winning Chromebook Charging Cart was designed
by teachers, for teachers.
• Color-coded shelves with removable dividers hold and
organize devices up to 15 inches
• High-speed zone charging prevents overloads
• Key-locking front and back doors deter theft and tampering
• Cable management eliminates interior clutter
• Convenient mobility enables smooth transport
between classrooms
• Solid laminate wood-grain top provides a convenient
writing surface

Results
Belding Principal Heather Yutzy selected Tripp Lite’s CSC36AC 36-Device Charging Station Cart based on factors that included
quality, cost, easy mobility and the management and organization the cart provides for multiple devices. “This is an extremely
well-made cart, and the slots for technology and cord management are just right for iPads and Chromebooks.”
Teachers at Belding use the cart to simplify sharing of devices among students. “The mobility of this cart lets us easily move it from
classroom to classroom,” said Principal Yutzy. “Plus, the cord management system and numbering system help us keep a large
number of devices organized. The Tripp Lite Charging Cart is a fantastic resource for our school!”
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